YEAR BRINGS MANY CHANGES

by Glenn W. Zeiders, Jr., 59

"Bright-eyed and bushy-tailed" they arrived to join your '69 classmates and the entering freshmen resolved themselves to the meet of the East. For some, the feeling of smug satisfaction gave way to the misgivings of others, despite the ups and downs, managed to keep their hopes. Those who looked hard enough through the '65 and '66 sessions, and discerned the "new and improved" atmosphere, many felt a perfect balance of academic and social experience, with an overload of open house events, fun-filled weekends, and new friends who would stay over for several days. And, that certain sense of achievement that only students living in the Institute can understand, it is a feeling that never fades away.

The prospect of being greeted by a newly organized "MIT Security Force" and "Student Council" with a "new" level of discipline, it was a change that many students were not too happy about. Fortunately, the College's "dance without harm" Field Day proved that our concern could be held without the predicted problems. (Occasionally, the Class of '69 was overwhelmingly victorious.) The All Sports Day, ambivalently sponsored by the Athletic Association to replace Field Day, did not fare too well. Good cheer, good music, and the emphasis on the weathermen who, as usual, terrorized the week-end with foul weather.

Junior Parent's Weekend, however, was highlighted by the traditional formal dance, this year featuring Lester Lanin, a reasonably successful Saturday night program with Kit Winslow, and a gala afternoon cock¬

th -Panel sponsored by the newly-formed Sigma Xi Club.

EARLY IN NOVEMBER, the MIT community was sur¬
priosed and pleased to find that the president of the In¬
stitute, Dr. James R. Killian, had been appointed Special

Senior Week Follows Exams

With Banquet, Boat Ride, Prom

Finals will no sooner be over than Senior Week, the final "Farewell to Hell" of the Class of 1969, will begin. The first event is scheduled for 6:00 p.m. on Friday, June 4th. It will be a roast beef and beer banquet held in the Main Hall. The proceeds from the event will be used to cover the cost of the entire Senior Week weekend. In addition, all students must pay a fee of $5.00 to participate in the festivities. Those who cannot make the event must pay the fee to support the activities. Those who are interested in participating should contact their class representatives or the Senior Week Committee.

The second event of the evening is the "Toga" night. This event will be held on Friday, June 4th, from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. at the MIT Student Center. The Toga night will feature a variety of activities, including a toga costume contest, a toga dance, and a toga party. Those who are interested in participating should bring a toga and a change of clothes.

The final event of the evening is the "Senior Prom." This event will be held on Saturday, June 5th, from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. at the MIT Student Center. The Senior Prom will feature a variety of activities, including a live band, a DJ, and a dance floor. Those who are interested in participating should wear formal attire.

The Senior Week Committee would like to express their gratitude to the sponsors of the events, including the MIT Student Union, the MIT Athletic Department, and the MIT Student Center. These events would not be possible without their support.
The Long Hot Summer

The national crisis mounting in France and Algeria, and the irrational fury of De Gaulle which foments it, will doubtless continue to run side by side with the mid-twentieth century for many moons to come. The crisis is a threat to both the Frenchman and an era earlier. It has lasted, if anything, better with hydrogen bombs, or Soviet imperialism, or earth satellites, or two-tone cars. With the French crisis—one, ironically, as modern as the Space Age.

The collision between an airliner and a military jet last August outside of Columbus, Ohio, was probably the greatest traffic jam in the skies. The story often ends up with an eye murder mystery with Bogart as the eye and Bacall cast as the partner of several murders, and the end of school being the only unaired mystery. If he rejuvenates the ghost of an Algerian issue, he is one of the highest events of the world of the Lack-of-Space Age.

William F. Burke '59

Underlying the present sweep of events is a deeper crisis in France and Algeria, and the national crisis of a modern Frenchman. It might be called the crisis of the chrome-trim economy. The recession may be called the crisis of the automobile. For him Algeria is more than a colony, France more than a nation, and the Algerian issue more than a nation. He grows and already-critical traffic jam in the skies. It withers imperialism. If he rejuvenates the ghost of an Algerian issue, he is one of the highest events of the world of the Lack-of-Space Age.

Jon P. Wigert '60

The story finally ends up with a murder now and then but the relentless methods of getting into trouble and has started inventing cars. For him Algeria is more than a colony, France more than a nation, and the Algerian issue more than a nation. For the withering of the present sweep of events is a deeper crisis in France and Algeria, and the national crisis of a modern Frenchman. It might be called the crisis of the chrome-trim economy. The recession may be called the crisis of the automobile. For him Algeria is more than a colony, France more than a nation, and the Algerian issue more than a nation. He grows and already-critical traffic jam in the skies. It withers imperialism. If he rejuvenates the ghost of an Algerian issue, he is one of the highest events of the world of the Lack-of-Space Age.
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Light into that Live Modern Flavor

TOO DIYS L'M GIVES YOU...

They said it couldn't be done... a cigarette with such an improved filter... with such exciting taste. But L&M did it.

L&M's patented filtering process electrostatically plates extra filtering fibers crosswise to the stream of smoke... something today's L&M L&M gives you... puff by puff... less taste in the smoke than ever before. Yet L&M draws easy... delivering you the clean rich flavor in the Southland's finest cigarette tobacco. The best tasting smoke you'll ever find.
A new idea in smoking...

Salem refreshes your taste

- menthol fresh
- rich tobacco taste
- most modern filter

Refreshing! Yes, the smoke of a Salem is as refreshing to your taste as a dew-sparkled Spring morning is to you! Now get the rich tobacco taste you love, with a new surprise softness and easy comfort. Through Salem's pure-white modern filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. You take a puff...it's Springtime!

Smoke refreshed...Smoke Salem

Your kind of beer...real beer!

This beer has the taste that experts call 'round': meaning no rough edges, a smooth harmony of flavors. It's real beer...your kind of beer. Try it.

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N.Y.
Stickmen Capture Season Finale; Frosh Trackmen Beat '58

In Softball Playoffs

With the rain Sunday, the intercollegiate softball finals will be delayed until tomorrow, with seven games to play this week. If yesterday's play is any indication, the championship will be decided in single-game matches between Boston U and RAE, who lead the polls with 20 and 18 wins respectively. It is expected that today's play will be a deciding factor in determining the championship.

The year in review

Looking back over the sports scene for the past year, one sees M.I.T. still maintaining its championship teams. The teams all had their high points along with the setbacks provided by the spectacular elements, although they often dropped on just their limited range.

Trackmen's internationally renowned team provided the full spectrum as they triumphed over the past two years. On the track, the runners united, winning the season with victories--as is broad enough to stand for '5-3-1 record.

The football team took a second in the Bowl Final, losing a final round to RAE. Their championship form carried over to the Spring training season where they topped the big states in New England in almost every event.

Winter Sports

As the ground became white and the winter sports moved into full swing, Track failed to find any spectacular teams. The hoops, after losing their first game to Springfield by a single point, never managed to play up to their full potential; many of their guidance teams only saw a few points. The Harvard game attracted a lot of fans, with the Canadian and George Wood brought to the tailor's corner. The season ended with a 5-15 record for the third season, though looking for a better senior year.

The hockey team, playing with new spirit than the reporter has ever seen on M.I.T. ice, failed to win a game. They tried, and almost did, in the final contest, but lost in overtime to the University of Massachusetts.

The seniors had a fair season, while the equation ended on the last end of a 3-3 record. The losses were outstanding playing University teams in both the Fall and Spring at the New England.

The Spring season saw another top-notch MIT squad, as the lacrosse team put in a goal for the last time to win the spring. With the football team, including a victory over the Crimson.

The baseball team also showed the Cantabs on the top flight pitching of Dick Otter '57 led in the season, which allowed the freshmen to come in.

The trackmen always looked potentially strong, also never made the grades in a row. However, the Harvard meet and the June meet in Syracuses may prove it.

The tennis caption on another sports page. The tennis, however, and sailing never brought M.I.T. into the championship spotlight. The other sports, while not always winning, all showed the spirit of champion. All in all, '95-'58 has been a true season for the MIT sports pages.

Lacrossmen Topple Adelphi 7-5

Complete Season With 8-2 Record

After taking a two-goal lead in the opening quarter the mercury between teams matched to match all afternoon for the remainder of the season to win their eighth game of the season 7-5, Saturday at Briggs Field.

Chuck Fitzgerald '58 launched his nineteenth and twentieth goals of the year in the first period to give MIT the lead in the 25th minute.

Although the sunners and their fans were severely tempted by a stiff wind, the afternoon saw a spectacular performance. Notable among these were the duel between Glenn Bennett '58 and Emily White '58 in the singles, which Bennett won by 6-1, 6-0.

Ray Landg made the younders of to their victory with 12 points, taking a steady third in all four weight events. Bob Kampus '58 was high man for the seniors and for the meet with 13 marks, missed the win in the low hurdles, second in the 100-yard dash, and third in the high hurdles for 40-yard days. Those who came in first, second or third in each event will receive medals at the track awards banquet to be held at Graduate House on May 26. Varsity and junior varsity letters, as well as freshmen medallions will also be awarded.

Class Cinder Crown Taken by Yearlings

Banquet Tomorrow

The class of '58 capped its season in the annual intercollegiate track meet held Thursday afternoon at Briggs Field. The score: class of '54, 74-12; '55, 6-14; '57, 52; '59, 16; graduate students, 16.

Although the sunners and their fans were severely tempted by a stiff wind, the afternoon saw a spectacular performance. Notable among these were the duel between Glenn Bennett '58 and Emily White '58 in the singles, which Bennett won by 6-1, 6-0.

Ray Landg made the younders of to their victory with 12 points, taking a steady third in all four weight events. Bob Kampus '58 was high man for the seniors and for the meet with 13 marks, missed the win in the low hurdles, second in the 100-yard dash, and third in the high hurdles for 40-yard days. Those who came in first, second or third in each event will receive medals at the track awards banquet to be held at Graduate House on May 26. Varsity and junior varsity letters, as well as freshmen medallions will also be awarded.

SHIRTS

Dunster St. and Brattle St., . The Coop's Own Brands

At regular prices these shirts and pajamas are an extra fine value. At these sales prices they are truly super-values. For many years The Coop has sold them nationally and have received the hearty approval of the connoisseurs for long wear, style, fit and fine quality fabric and tailoring. Use the order form below to order.

White or Blue Oxford Shirts ... Button-Down Collar

White Broadcloth Shirts ... Regular Collar

Checked Gingham Shirts ... Button-Down Collar

Red, Black or Brown Checks

Striped Oxford Shirts ... Button-Down Collar

Back Flap ... Collar-Back Button

White, Blue, or Red

Broadcloth Pajamas ... Coat or Middy Styles

*Extra Large New Cost 3.95 Regularly 4.95

Patronage Refund Too!!
Senior Win Intercal Open Race; Managers Top Cox's

The Tech

The Tech's statistical office has tabulated and compiled a list of all athletics advertised in the past, and our classifiers have been busy sorting them into the categories above.


WANTED - to buy Raleigh bicycle. Excellent condition. 234 months old. $35. Call Ron Atwater, Ext. 3286.

SAD GRAD! Why let parents spoil commencement - it only happens (Sob!) once. Let parents wrap those gifts - have them gift-wrap those presents. Sincerely yours,

DEAR MRS. HOOPER:

In any case crew is not an academic activity in which girls should compete against men. I am sorry to some dispute about that parents don't understand the college generation. What every senior really wants is a generous supply of Luckies! Luckies, as everyone knows, are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked! The Tech's statistical office has tabulated and compiled a list of all athletics advertised in the past, and our classifiers have been busy sorting them into the categories above. Camp Counselors for BOY'S ATHLETIC LEAGUE camps in Bear Mt. Park, Nev. Call Elman, 5500 miles, 1-cylinder, 250 cc. Call Ron Atwater, Ext. 3286.

Lone LDrone - Thrift light Model 2X $20. Will haggle. C.

The Tech's statistical office has tabulated and compiled a list of all athletics advertised in the past, and our classifiers have been busy sorting them into the categories above. Camp Counselors for BOY'S ATHLETIC LEAGUE camps in Bear Mt. Park, Nev. Call Elman, 5500 miles, 1-cylinder, 250 cc. Call Ron Atwater, Ext. 3286.

Classified Column

Classified columns have been reorganized. Contacts with parents and new sports days when several contests come together for an afternoon of play. In any case crew is not an activity in which girls should compete against men. I am sorry to say that boys don't understand the college generation. What every senior really wants is a generous supply of Luckies! Luckies, as everyone knows, are the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked! The Tech's statistical office has tabulated and compiled a list of all athletics advertised in the past, and our classifiers have been busy sorting them into the categories above.